Links ~ Influential Hispanics

Time 25 Most Influential Hispanics in America
HTTP://CONTENT.TIME.COM/TIME/SPECIALS/PACKAGES/O,28757,2008201,00.HTML

Notable Hispanic Americans, A-Z
HTTP://WWW.INFOPLEASE.COM/SPOT/HHMBIOAZ.HTML

Famous Hispanics in the World and History
HTTP://COLOQUIO.COM/FAMOSOS/ALPHA.HTM

List Of Famous Hispanic/Latinos
HTTP://WWW.IMDB.COM/LIST/LS000020393/

Latinos In History
HTTP://TEACHER.SCHOLASTIC.COM/ACTIVITIES/HISPANIC/HISTORY.HTM

40 Latinas Who Have Changed the World!
HTTP://WWW.LATINA.COM/LIFESTYLE/INSPIRING-LATINA/LATINA-WOMEN-WHO-HAVE-CHANGED-WORLD

Famous Firsts By Hispanic Americans
HTTP://WWW.INFOPLEASE.COM/IPA/A0933896.HTML

Hispanic Heritage Month: Famous Hispanics
HTTP://WWW.9NEWS.COM/STORY/NEWS/LOCAL/HISPANIC-HERITAGE-MONTH/2014/02/26/1876066/

The Ten Most Influential Latin Americans in History
HTTP://LATINAMERICANHISTORY.ABOUT.COM/OD/MODERNLATINAMERICA/A/TOPTENALLLA.HTM

Famous Hispanic Inventors
HTTP://NLCATP.ORG/FAMOUS-HISPANIC-INVENTORS/

Hispanic Political Figures
HTTP://WWW.BIOGRAPHY.COM/PEOPLE/GROUPS/HISPANIC-POLITICAL-FIGURES

10 Of The Most Influential Latinos In The World
HTTP://WWW.HUFFINGTONPOST.COM/2014/03/28/INFLUENTIAL-LATINOS-WORLD_N_5052118.HTML

Notable Hispanic Women
HTTP://WWW.BIOGRAPHY.COM/PEOPLE/GROUPS/NOTABLE-HISPANIC-WOMEN

Hispanic Athletes
HTTP://WWW.BIOGRAPHY.COM/PEOPLE/GROUPS/HISPANIC-ATHLETES

8 Latino athletes who made Olympic history
Hispanic Musicians and Singers
http://www.biography.com/people/groups/hispanic-musicians-and-singers

Famous Hispanic Artists
http://www.biography.com/people/groups/famous-hispanic-artists

Spanish Painters
http://www.donquijote.org/culture/spain/art/painters/

Spanish Culture and Latin Culture: Find famous Hispanics by subject and/or home country
http://www.donquijote.org/culture/

Hispanic Scientists and Educators
http://www.biography.com/people/groups/hispanic-scientists-and-educators

Famous Hispanic Inventors
http://inventors.about.com/od/hispanicinventors/

Hispanic Writers
http://www.biography.com/people/groups/hispanic-writers

Notable Hispanic-American Writers

Nobel Laureates and Country of Birth
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/lists/countries.html

Latinos and the Pulitzer Prize
http://hispanicreader.com/2012/04/15/latinos-and-the-pulitzer-prize/

Oscars Latino Winners, Nominees Past And Present: Nearly 60 People Who Have Been Honored By the Academy

Celebrating Latino Inventors, Scientists and Innovators
http://www2.illinois.gov/gov/latino-heritage/pages/innovation.aspx

Hispanic Heritage Award Recipients
http://www.hispanicheritage.org/hispanic.php

Meet 10 Influential Hispanic Americans

Meet Famous Latinos
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/hispanic/meet.htm